The authors of the paper present an approach for datamining methods combination (method for association rules extraction and clustering method are combined) which is used for synthetic social networks construction which afterwards represents potentially interesting relations in analyzed data. Described approach is feasible for general data, principles of described approach, examples and experiments are illustrated on a part of unique database, which contain data about terroristic attack committed on all over the World (Global Terrorism Database). Thus this paper also extend framework of papers focused on analysis of this unique database.
Introduction
Data mining techniques like clustering methods and association rule mining methods are methods for the analysis of observational data sets used to find unsuspected relationships and to summarize the data in novel ways that are both understandable and useful to the data owner (Hand, 2001 ). Data mining is commonly a multistage process of extracting previously unanticipated knowledge from large data collections, and applying the results to decision making (Benoît, 2002) . Data mining tools are able to detect patterns from the data and infer associations and rules from them. The development and the fundamental methods of the social network visualization were published by Freeman (2004) . The extracted information can be applied in the prediction process or for construction of classification models using the relations within the data records or between the data collections. Those patterns, in Social network analysis, can be represented as patterns of groups (or communities) in social network structure and can then guide the network visualization and the study of network evolution. This type of information can be valuable in the decision making process and forecast the effects of those decisions.
The main purpose or the paper is to model synthetic social network based on relations obtained from the data collection about terroristic incidents to found new, often latent or unexpected characteristics and patterns of the data. The social network is constructed under the information obtained using two data mining techniques -association rules mining and clustering. Discovered relations based on the similar behavior were analyzed and visualized using the methods of graph theory. The latent ties in the social network were represented by the level of similarity of the objects, which was computed from the attribute analysis performed on the previous data mining level.
For the analysis was used the Global Terrorism Database (GTD) produced by the National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism (START) 1 . There were published several works oriented to the visualization of the information obtained from GTD and some of them will be described in next chapter.
Related work
First analytical tool you probably meet while you start to interest in GTD is accessible on-line right on website of START and is called GTD Data Rivers (Lee, 2008) . This web-based interactive exploratory tool provides aggregation of important variables from the database and visualization of results as comprehensible stack charts, what provides quick and easy insight to the data for experts with no need of downloading any special analytical software.
Next visualization system with focus on GTD offers more complex possibilities for visual explorations and it consists of three interlinked components with different complementary perspectives on the data -investigation, projection and exploration (Godwin, 2008) , (Jones, 2008) , (Kosara, 2006) , (Wang, 2008) . Illustration of these three components can be seen on First component, (Jones, 2008) , (Wang, 2008) ,offers Investigative view which is focused on investigation in geotemporal context built around basic questions who, what, when and where.
Second component, (Godwin, 2008) , can be used to detailed investigation of temporal patterns and is based on methods successfully used in biometrics, particularly in longest common subsequence analysis of sequences of nucleotides. Methods for gene analysis were adjusted for data structure of GTD using sequences of attacks of terrorist groups instead of sequences in genes for comparison, so the component offers the comparison of the behavior of two logical groupings of terrorist's events as it changes over time -in this place we have to note that the term "behavior" has the quite different meaning that meaning as we use it in this work in the text below.
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Third component (Kosara, 2006) Moreover, using datamining paradigm that we want answers not only on what we have questioned but also what we have not -revealing interesting answers for questions which do not ordinarily come on mind, we can discover unexpected similarities among different terroristic groups. So, our method can serve in a first step for investigating interesting similarities among all terroristic groups in GTD and then in second step focusing on some community (group of terroristic groups) can be investigated more specifically similarities (or vice versa differences) among them by means of above mentioned methods.
Typical behavior analysis
Our intention is to extend visualization system mentioned in previous section with next complementary tool for visualization of all the information in GTD by means of what we call "typical behavior" of individual terroristic groups and present it graphically in synthetic social network, what can serve as first step of exploration of GTD in global scope and after this step, when we have analyzed interesting similarities among all terroristic groups in the data, we can continue with exploration of the data in more specific focus (as mentioned before). In the first 
Behavior
Suppose we have data D(o,X) in general form Table 1 : General form of data matrix
where:
} is set of some objects (processes, transactions, etc.), 2) X = {X 1 ,…,X n } is set of variables (attributes), 3)
x are values of ith attribute measured on jth object, formally
(we do not restrict i n  to be a set of natural numbers -it can be any finite set of categories as every set of categories can be mapped to a set of natural number -we use i n  just for simplification of notation) 3 .
This general form has also data from GTD, whose sample is illustrated in Table 2 and we use this sample for all examples in text below.
To form groups of objects which we want to compare among each other, we choose one attribute X z (let's call it z-attribute) from X, which we use to separate objects from data D into classes. From previous chapter we assume that all attributes are mapping into finite sets of categories, so we can select X z arbitrarily. For example, we choose as X z attribute gname (from ), to which corresponds two categories from z n  ({Hamas, Islamic Jihad} -let's call them zcategories). Now we can split objects o to n z classes with conditions X z = cat z , where z z n cat   . So in our example now we have 2 groups of objects, where each corresponds to records about terroristic attacks for every individual terroristic group. The rest of the attributes from X, attributes We can inspect these relations with questions "How many times Hamas attacked in Israel?", "How many times Hamas attacked in Gaza Strip?" or "How many times attacked Hamas by suicide attacker?", etc., by other words how are objects from individual z- 2 We use notation
60 categories distributed over i-categories. These numbers can be obtained by means of contingency table and with normalizing them by frequency of corresponding category from z n  (e.g. 10 for Hamas , 10 for Islamic Jihad) we get distribution of z-category over icategories. This distribution can be consequently compared with corresponding distributions of other z-categories. Generally speaking as "behavior" of z-category z z n cat   we understand distribution of this zcategory over all i-categories. Formally: 
where D Cond denotes number of objects from data D satisfying condition Cond.
From Table 2 we can compute behaviors B for z-category Hamas and for z-category Islamic Jihad. (Islamic Jihad, 0)), etc., for all icategories) we can claim that behaviors of both z-categories are very similar (distributions of objects belonging to each z-category over i-attributes are almost equal (i.e. not bigger than 0.1)). But this similarity is implied only when we compare z-categories over i-categories of one other i-attribute at once (e.g. we first compare behavior values For example, 2 attacks out of 5 taken by Hamas in Israel were committed by suicide attacker, but for Islamic Jihad none of attacks in Israel was committed by suicide attacker. So, distributions of z-categories over Cartesian product of i-categories are quite different and to investigate these relations among categories of more than two attributes (i.e. among X z and more than one i-attribute) we formally define behavior of z-category . Behavioral vector is vector 
Definition 2:
where
). n 's are growing and it is neither very efficient nor necessary to compute all values of behavior to compare individual zcategories. More efficient way to compute only "typical" elements of behavior is discussed in next section.
So in our example we have

Association rules
Even if term association rules was strongly popularized by Agrawal in 1990s with discovering relations in transactional databases (and this is the reason why we use this widely known term) (Agrawal, 1993) , there was strong effort in this area two decades before while studying Boolean predicate logic in framework of so-called observation logic which includes also association rules as a one type of rules with generalized quantifier (Hájek, 1987) . This framework underlies one of the earliest methods for the extraction of general rules from data, called General Unary Hypotheses Automaton (GUHA) (Hájek, 1966 ).
There exists many generalized quantifiers defined in GUHA method (see (Hájek, 1987) for formal definition), but we will describe only one quantifier called founded implication, which belongs to class of so called implicational quantifiers (Hájek, 1987 where
. Objects from data D are separated into 4 folds (from this fact is derived the name of the table), and we can observe that 
.
Source: own.
Model of the synthetic social network was obtained using principles of graph theory. The model was constructed with the undirected weighted graph G = (O, E) where O is set of 
Experiments
The initial graph contained 33 nodes with 528 edges (which represents one large connected component). For discovering significant communities with similar behavior we processed the edge filtering and graph partitioning based on the selected level of edge weight > 0.6. For the visualization of the SN model was used the algorithm Force Atlas. The visualization was provided for both experiments with different number of selected attributes characterizing the similar behavior of the terrorist groups (see section 2.2). In the Table 7 there are presented parameters of both obtained graphs after the filtering and the graph partitioning. On the figures 2 and 3 we can see the visual representation of the models of synthetic social networks constructed from the GDT database for the year 2001 using the open-source software Gephi. The first graph (Figure 2 ) was obtained for the 8 selected i-attributes, the second ( Figure 3 ) for 12 i-attributes. Both graphs show communities of terrorist groups with similar behavior. The width of the edges represents the strength of the relation (based on value of similarity) between terrorist groups. From both graph we can see, that the community detection can be influenced by the selection of appropriate attributes (which can depend on the user requirements).
Conclusion
The paper is oriented to the modeling of the synthetic social network based on the similar behavior of the terrorist groups extracted from the data collection GDT. The expression of typical behavior was formalized using the association rules mining method; the similarity between the terrorist groups based on their typical behavior was then analyzed and visualized using the methods of the graph theory. As an example there were processed two experiments with the different amount of selected attributes and two models of the synthetic social network were presented. The obtained graphs showed that the proposed data mining method is effective and can facilitate the orientation in the large amount of the extracted association rules. The extracted information can be applied in the prediction process or for construction of classification models using the relations within the data records or between the data collections. This type of information can be valuable in the decision making process and forecast the effects of those decisions. The proposed model then can be helpful in the identification process of the attacker or known terrorist group in the situations, when incident occurs. Also, it must be noted that the proposed approach involves rich parametric configuration and thus, for a practical use, there will be required the knowledge of domain experts. In future work we intent to visualize the evolution of the obtained synthetic social network model.
